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Abstract (en)
In a method and an apparatus for controlling the flow of cleaning liquid in a high-pressure cleaner and of the kind comprising the formation of a
primary flow path for the cleaning liquid to parts of the high-pressure cleaner comprising a) an inlet conduit (1) for cleaning liquid at a relatively
low pressure (P1), a motor-pump unit (6, 2), the suction side of which is connected to the inlet conduit (1), and the pressure side (8) of which, in
which there is a pressure (P2), is connected to the nozzle inlet part of an injector (9), the outlet of which is connected to a cleaning gun (11) having
means (12) for varying the amount of cleaning liquid being ejected, and b) an automatic control unit (20) for controlling the cleaning liquid flowing
through and comprising b1) a housing (17) with an internal cylindrical chamber, in which b2) a spring-loaded (28) piston (43) with end surfaces
having differing effective surface areas is supported sealingly and slidingly and thus dividing the chamber into three part-chambers (23, 24, 25), of
which the first (23) is connected to the suction inlet (37) of the injector (9) via a pressure-control conduit (15), in which there is a pressure (P3), and
the second chamber (24) is connected to the pressure side (8) of the pump (2) via a pressure-control conduit (14), and the third chamber (25) is
connected to the inlet conduit (1) via a pressure-control connection (13, 26), as well as b3) a switching rod (35) connected to the piston (43) and by
the latter being movable towards and away from an operating member on a start/stop switch (16) inserted in the power supply circuit of the motor (6)
so as to be able to make or break the supply circuit for the motor, whereas the method comprises the following steps c and d: c) during the operation
of the high-pressure cleaner a resultant hydraulic force on the piston (43) is created so as to cause the latter to be in a position, in which it acts upon
the switching rod (35) for connection and operation of the start/stop switch (16) for the motor-pump unit (6, 2), and d) by changing the adjustment
means (12), a relatively large quantity of cleaning liquid per unit time is ejected at a relatively low pressure, so that a relatively low pressure (P3)
is created across the suction inlet part (37) of the injector (9), the main new feature is e) that in order to exploit said relatively low pressure (P3)
a secondary flow path for the cleaning liquid is established through parts of the high-pressure cleaner by additionally providing flow channels for
cleaning liquid in the piston (43) so as to make it possible to supply additional cleaning liquid to the liquid flow of the primary flow path from the
secondary flow path extending from the inlet conduit (1) via the pressure-control connection (13, 26), the chambers (25, 23) on each side of the
piston (43) and the pressure-control conduit (15) to the injector (9) and the latter's suction inlet (37). The method and the apparatus according to the
invention make it possible to achieve a control of the flow of the cleaning liquid being more variable and yet more reliable than has previously been
possible. <IMAGE>
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